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Norine Braun
BAND S TORY

"Norine Braun is a Vancouver based
singer-songwriter who has been
called "jazzed up, funk tinged pop."
That should tell you how her music
defies conventional categorization.
Built on a solid foundation of soul,
Norine experiments with forms from
ambient pop to jazz and rock. Braun
herself is an interesting mixture of
equal parts Sade, Blondie, Bjork and
Norah Jones. Smooth one minute and
rocking out the next. It’s a rare
quality, and one that Braun
capitalizes on to keep things
compelling, a genuine musical
chameleon. Braun has accumulated
an extraordinary discography of
unpretentious, personal songs
anchored by her sweet, confident
voice and genteel composition. She
crafts tuneful, friendly songs with
subtle but effective arrangements,
dynamic and graceful and
memorable. Now, Braun is back with
her sixth CD, Evolution of the Blood
Star, and on these thirteen tracks
Braun shows an even greater depth
and maturity. Evolution of the Blood
Star expands on her penchant for
ambient soul pop, and shows this
gifted songstress taking bold steps on
her soulful journey into
self-exploration. The jazz torch song,
"Skylight," is evocative and
inspirational, anchored by gentle
classical piano and a melody as
delicate as flower petals. The title
track Evolution of the Blood Star truly
inspires and intrigues with its
contagious hook and neo B-52s
landscape. Artsy and fun, thoughtful
and savvy, Norine Braun will zing to
the heart of any listener. AWARDS:
Female SInger-Songwriter of The
Year Jazz Category for Crystallize
(Next Wave CD) -LA Music Awards
2006 Artists For Literacy International
Songwriting Competition Winner for
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Be Brave (DO IT Right Blaxcot Remix)

Trip-Hop

evolution of the blood star

Pop/Funk

Year Jazz Category for Crystallize
(Next Wave CD) -LA Music Awards
2006 Artists For Literacy International
Songwriting Competition Winner for
Conformity 451. StoneWall Society
2004 Pride In The Arts Musician
Award Winner for Now and Zen CD "
L ATE ST NEWS

Fans Help Fund New Album
In this exciting new project, Acoustically
Inclined, I am looking to fans to support my forthcoming 7th
album in exchange for some wonderful gifts and
opportunities.
The creation of a recording is exhilarating, thrilling, daunting,
and everything in between. And, the experience is totally
different every time. While there's so much to plan and
prepare, the best things arrive magically on their own. Even
greater things happen when you ask someone to join you on
the journey. So I am asking you to fasten
up your seat belt and come along with me. We'll meet at the
end when I send you the magic of your participation and our
collective creative work!
Visit the opportunities page for more info and tell me what
you think about this idea.
http://www.norinebraun.com/bio.html
In gratitude and openness,
Norine
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